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Abstract:
Increased agricultural productivity is often cited as a solution to the impending global food shortage problem. In this paper, we develop a model
to determine the optimal seeding policy under rainfall uncertainty using a finite-horizon stochastic dynamic program. In our model, a farmer
needs to decide whether to plant a seed in each period given the soil moisture. We show that the optimal planting policy is a time dependent
threshold- type policy where the farmer should plant when the seed amount on hand is above the optimal threshold. This threshold is nonincreasing in the soil moisture. We further extend this model to mechanization where the farmer can plant up to m (m > 1) seeds in each period.
The optimal planting policy is still a time dependent plant-down-to policy. The optimal plant-down-to threshold is non-increasing in the planting
capacity. Utilizing field weather data from Southern Africa, we investigate the impact of climate conditions on the relative yield advantage of the
optimal planting schedule over commonly used heuristics in practice. We find that the relative yield advantage increases as the climate condition
becomes more severe for planting. For a real-size planting problem, our computational study demonstrates significant relative yield advantage of
the optimal planting schedule over commonly used heuristics in practice.
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